SES Faculty and Staff

Acting Principal: Kaylene Kovach
Teacher Specialist: Stacey Troyer  Math Specialist: Rachel Wagner
Reading Specialist: Jennifer Holden  Guidance: Tanisha Phillips

Secretaries: Janet Hewitt, Nancy Smith  Nurse: Jaci Reilly
Custodians: Charles Hilton, Mary Kilson, Dorrin Phillips
Cafeteria Staff: Ginny Mora, Jane Dellies, Brenda Stant

The Judy Center: Elizabeth Miller, Angelica Walls  PFY: Carol Byerly

Teaching Staff
Prek-3: Sarah Darby  Assistant: Joe Bassi
Pre-K: Laura Dean, Danielle Vacek, Madison Bradford
Pre-K Assistants: Sara Darling, Lolli Dixon, Ashley Salas
Kindergarten: Rachel Lloyd, Christina Landgraf, Melissa Bennett
Kindergarten Assistants: Toni Davidson
1st Grade: Alma White, Missy Darling, Samantha Beaudett
2nd Grade: Kelly Embert, Pam Renfrow, Rachel Aus
3rd Grade: Deidre Bildstein, Kerry Kane, Amy Taylor
4th Grade: Kristin O’Neil, Christine Joiner, Melanie Bedford

Unified Arts
Art: Terra Bassi, Cassie Hosler
Media: Jennifer Henry
Music: Jan Whalen
Physical Education: Bryan Brainer
Computer Lab: Morgan Bishop

Special Education: Fallon Simpler, Jennifer Ports, Tracey Beres
Speech Pathologist: Kim McSorley  Sign Language Interpreter: Cynthia Kelbaugh

Paras: Oyuki Galan-Alarcon, Holly Dorr
Title I Interventionists: Geri Grimes
Title I Interpreters: Karen Ruiz Velazquez, Jasmine Torres